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Quiz Date: 4th March 2020 

Directions (1-5): Study the following information carefully and answer the questions 
which follow. 
Eight persons are sitting around a circular table, facing towards inside. Each of them likes 
different colours- Red, White, Black, Yellow, Green, Brown, Pink and Blue. 
S likes pink and sits second to the right of M. The one who likes black sits second to the 
right of the one who likes green. The one who likes brown sits opposite to S. T likes blue 
and he is not an immediate neighbour of M and S. The one who likes white sits second to 
the left of Q. O sits second to the left of T. R and N are immediate neighbours of each other. 
P sits second to the left of R. P sits opposite to the one who likes red. Q doesn’t like yellow 
and black.  
 
Q1. Who among the following likes Green colour? 
(a) N 
(b) Q 
(c) O 
(d) P 
(e) None of these 
 
Q2.  Who among the following sits second to the left of the one who likes white colour? 
(a) The one who likes Yellow colour 
(b) O 
(c) The one who likes Blue colour 
(d) S 
(e) None of these  
 
Q3. P likes which of the following colour? 
(a) Green 
(b) White 
(c) Black 
(d) Yellow  
(e) None of these 
 
Q4. Which of the following statement is true about O? 
(a) O likes Green colour 
(b) T sits second to the left of O 
(c) O sits opposite to T 
(d) O likes Black colour 
(e) None is true 
 
Q5. Who among the following sits opposite to the one who likes yellow colour? 
(a) M 
(b) O 
(c) T 
(d) N 
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(e) None of these 
 

 
 

Directions (6-10): Study the following information to answer the given question. 
In a certain code language,  
‘energy save bright light’ is written as ‘su da nc ki’,  
‘human light south effect’ is written as ‘ph ra ti da’,  
‘found effect bright health’ is written as ‘ti gi ki mo’,  
‘health system south energy’ is written as ‘zo nc ph gi’. 
 
Q6. What is the code for ‘save’? 
(a) da 
(b) su 
(c) nc 
(d) ki 
(e) Cannot be determined 
 
Q7. Which of the following is the code for ‘human health bright’? 
(a) zo ra ki 
(b) ra su mo 
(c) ti su ra 
(d) ki ra gi 
(e) None of these 
 
Q8. What does ‘mo’ stand for? 
(a) bright 
(b) health 
(c) found 
(d) south 
(e) Cannot be determined 
 
Q9. Which of the following is represented by the code ‘da ph nc’? 
(a) south effect energy 
(b) energy light system 
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(c) energy light south 
(d) south human effect 
(e) None of these  
 
Q10. Which of the following may be the possible code for ‘team save found light’? 
(a) su ye ph da 
(b) mo gi da su 
(c) da su mo ye 
(d) ti ye su da 
(e) None of these 
 
Q11. If all the vowels of the word ‘TREATMENT’ are replaced by its succeeding letter 
according to the English alphabet and all the consonant are replaced with their previous 
letter according to the English alphabet and then all the letters are arranged in the 
alphabetical order, then how many letter are there between the third letter from the left 
and fourth letter from the right in the English alphabetic series?  
(a) 6 
(b) 12 
(c) 9 
(d) 10 
(e) 11 
 
Q12. Which alphabet is 3rd from the left in the meaningful four-letter word formed from 
the 1st, 2nd, 5th and 8th letter of the word “JOURNALIST”? If more than one word is formed, 
then mark answer as X and no meaningful word is formed then mark answer as Z. 
(a) O 
(b) J 
(c) Z 
(d) I 
(e) X 
 
Q13. If in the number “364872159”, 2 is multiply by the digits which is less than 5 and 1 is 
subtracted to the digits which is greater than 4, then all digits are arranged in ascending 
order from left to right, then which of the following digit is exactly middle in the number? 
(a) 7 
(b) 6 
(c) 5 
(d) 4 
(e) None of these 
 
Q14. Which of the following elements should come in a place ‘?’ ? 
 DW2  GT4  JQ16  ? 
(a) LO 30 
(b) NM 8 
(c) MO 231 
(d) MN256 
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(e) None of these 
 
Q15. How many pairs of letters (both forward and backward direction) are there in the 
word “LANDSCAPE” each of which have as many letters between them in the word as they 
have between them in the English alphabetical series? 
(a) One 
(b) More than Three 
(c) Three 
(d) Two 
(e) None 
 
 
 

Solutions 
 
Solutions (1-5): 
Sol. 

 
S1. Ans.(b) 
S2. Ans.(c) 
S3. Ans.(d) 
S4. Ans.(d) 
S5. Ans.(a) 
 
Solutions (6-10): 
Sol.  

Word Code 
Energy nc 
Save su 
Bright ki 
Light da 
Human ra 
South ph 
Found mo 
Effect ti 
health gi 
system zo 
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S6. Ans.(b) 
S7. Ans.(d) 
S8. Ans.(c) 
S9. Ans.(c) 
S10. Ans.(c) 
 
S11. Ans.(d) 
Sol. Original Word- TREATMENT 
After Applied given conditions- BFFLMQSSS 
 
S12. Ans.(d) 
Sol. JOIN 
S13. Ans.(b) 
Sol. Original Number- 364872159 
After applied given conditions-244566788 
 

S14. Ans.(d) 

S15. Ans.(c) 
Sol.  
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